Design of optimized energy system based on active energy-saving technologies in very low-energy smart buildings
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Abstract
The International Energy Agency proclaims that the energy utilization by commercial buildings makes up 28% of the world's total energy consumption. This research is aimed at finding various optimum ways to minimize energy consumption for existing commercial buildings. A three-layer framework is proposed to achieve active energy saving and to transform an existing building into very low-energy building. The building considered is the postgraduate studies research lab that can have 15 workstations. The building site (envelop) is made scalable by dividing the site area into zones and each zone is monitored via a sensor node, which monitors occupant behavior and acts as a controlling agent between the source and the load. The use of photovoltaic as renewable generation is a sustainable and environment-friendly way and thus, is added to the existing building to conserve energy. A 6 kW grid-tied monocrystalline photovoltaic-based renewable energy system has been added to the building to meet energy requirements and envisage its aftereffect on the energy conservation. The energy-efficient appliances have been used as loads to minimize the energy consumption. The installed system has a payback period of 6 years, while the proposed framework can achieve maximum energy efficiency of 90%.

1 | INTRODUCTION

Energy is utilized as a part of structures to convey agreeable conditions for tenants and to control machines, ie, this is known as “in-use energy.” Energy is additionally utilized in the manufacturing of building materials and also in construction process: this is known as “embodied energy.” Right now, the energy being used over the lifetime of most structures significantly surpasses their embodied energy.1 Energy efficiency in existing buildings is one of a crucial requirement of the 21st century. Several strategies and methodologies of retrofits involving information and communication technologies (ICT) technologies are now being implemented in the modern building designs. As a preinvestigation, computer-aided design tools are employed to see impacts and energy saving because of specific technologies. This is also helpful in measuring the efficiency in energy consumption of specific housing with microscale refurbishment strategies. The integration of renewable energy technologies and building renovation are the two key procedures for improving energy sustainability of buildings at a neighborhood scale. The proposed work accounts for transformation of an existing building space into energy-efficient building by integrating following active energy-saving techniques:

- Power-saver schemes,
- Energy generation via renewable,
The building space selected as a case study is to be used as a faculty office of Abasyn University located in Peshawar, Pakistan. The transformation into an energy-efficient building must ensure that the human comfort is achieved. Human comfort or thermal comfort is a term related to the air quality and surrounding conditions that are generally liked by human beings and make them feel comfortable as depicted in Figure 1. These are usually dependent on temperature, humidity, air movement and freshness, noise, lighting etc. The general temperature range is 20 to 25°C with 30% to 60% relative humidity with respect to the season. Even for low-energy and energy-saver techniques, human comfort cannot be compromised and at least minimal levels should be attained for uncomfortable environment, for it can adversely affect the health and productivity of the people. These factors are undesirable, especially in a workplace.

2 | LITERATURE REVIEW

The literature offers a great number of methodologies and tools aimed at improving energy efficiency of existing buildings. Each methodology has its specific base hypothesis and could obtain different temporal details based on proposed methodology. The research conducted by Heidari et al suggested that lighting energy consumption in the household can be decreased cost-effectively from 5.4 PJ today to 2 PJ (−62%) by year 2035 with a payback period of less than two years, thanks to replacing incumbent bulbs with highly energy-efficient LED technology. An intelligent energy management for premises with no set occupant pattern has always been a challenging scenario. A novel methodology has been proposed in the work of Raftery et al, with an effort to keep it compatible with any existing energy management infrastructure of a building. This involves estimation of energy cost for air conditioning appliances at three different supply air temperatures (current, higher, and lower), and chooses the one with the lowest cost as the set point. The proposed strategy resulted in cost reduction of Heating Ventilation Air Conditioning (HVAC) by 29% as compared to industrial standard energy management control methods.

The monitoring data give evidence of a statistically significant relationship between perceived control and the thermal sensations of occupants. Dynamic building energy simulations shows that increasing occupants' perceived level of control over the thermal environment could reduce cooling energy consumption by 9% without sacrificing the thermal comfort of the occupants. The utilization of comprehensive fine-grained occupancy information is also very vital in the efficient application of demand-driven measures in buildings. This was achieved by embedding pressure sensors in office chairs to collect location data of occupants within office area. Yoganathan et al have used cluster analysis using partition- and density/spatial-based algorithms, which uses Pareto principle to derive the optimal number and locations of sensors. The results indicate that the total number of sensors can be reduced to 20% (ie, from 31 to 6 sensors) with minimal information loss using the proposed techniques as compared to heuristic placement strategies.

The research in the work of Li and Dong developed a new moving-window inhomogeneous Markov model based on change point analysis, which outperforms the other methods with a max 22% difference in terms of presence forecasts.
for 15 minutes, 30 minutes, and 1 hour ahead. The proposed Markov model also outperforms other models in occupancy number prediction for all forecast windows with 0.34 root mean square error and 0.23 mean absolute error, respectively. Zou et al presented WinLight, a novel occupancy-driven lighting control system that aims to reduce energy consumption while simultaneously preserving the lighting comfort of occupants. By leveraging the fine-grained occupancy information estimated by existing WiFi infrastructure in a nonintrusive manner, WinLight computes an appropriate dimming command for each lamp based on a novel lighting control algorithm. The experimental results demonstrate that WinLight achieves 93.09% and 80.27% energy savings compared to static scheduling lighting control scheme and passive infrared (PIR) sensor-based lighting control scheme while guaranteeing the personalized lighting comfort of each occupant.

Table 1 summarizes the comparison results of the proposed framework with different technologies proposed in literature. The overall kWh saving is considered for this analysis. It can be clearly observed that the maximum energy efficiency of 90% is achieved by the proposed framework. The reason lies in the fact that the different implementation in the literature either considers replacement of load appliances with energy-efficient loads or deploys occupancy based load management controllers in isolation. The proposed work not only combines both, by in fact it also utilizes renewables as a distributed generation source to achieve energy sustainability as well.

### 3 | METHODOLOGY: COMPONENTS, ENERGY TECHNIQUES, AND ICT TOOLS

A three-layer framework is proposed to achieve active energy saving is shown in Figure 2. There are two dimensions in the proposed framework. In the vertical dimension, the key functions to achieve energy efficiency starts with the building simulation model estimations.

The simulation analysis of the building envelop provides a good estimate to determine yearly energy requirements and the peak energy required to achieve ambient room condition in all weathers. An isolated model of the building is generated in the Autodesk Ecotect software to check for the effective thermal variations in the said office due to its particular locality in the building. Then, this isolated model is used in simulation with weather parameters to approximate the actual temperature variations in the office and the heating/cooling requirement for comfortable conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Implementation</th>
<th>Energy-efficient technologies</th>
<th>kWh savings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heidari et al&lt;sup&gt;3&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Energy-Efficient Lighting</td>
<td>62%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raftery et al&lt;sup&gt;4&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Energy-Efficient Infrastructure for HVACs</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labeodan et al&lt;sup&gt;6&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Occupant perceived control as load management</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zou et al&lt;sup&gt;9&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Occupancy driven light control</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>This paper</strong>&lt;sup&gt;<strong>3</strong>&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>DG + Energy-Efficient Loads + Intelligent Load Mgt.</td>
<td><strong>90%</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: DG, distributed generation.
building model is put to test under the annual weather conditions of the local area. There is no encapsulation used in the initial simulation results. Therefore, the next step uses various insulation types for varied thickness of envelope of polystyrene foam. Based on the simulation analysis, the base load is assumed to be around the peak generation requirement for annual space heating requirement, which was found to be 1.5 kW. The area under consideration is to be used as a multioffice location, which includes a faculty office, a liaison office, and the record keeping office. Thus, it will serve as deskbound location for 15 persons along with their computer stations. These persons and the computing equipment serve as the heat-generating bodies, which form the active load. For approximate air conditioning load calculation, ASHRAE standard is followed, which, along with the operation loads requirements, poses the power requirement of 2.5 kW. The overall electrical load requirements therefore becomes 4 kW. In order to size the generation system, around 33% increase in the generation is considered to account for the conversion losses and the peak load; therefore, the final generation requirement was calculated to be 6 kW.

The energy-efficient technologies layer consists of the various active energy conservation techniques including, an upgradation to energy-efficient appliances, photovoltaic (PV) system as a distributed energy source (distributed generation), intelligent load management, and occupancy detection and localization controllers. The implementation of load management algorithm in smart home scenario using involves internet-of-things–based ICT architecture.11,12

The monitoring and measurement layer consists of data logging devices to observe the overall system behavior and based on the measured data generates control signals for the controllers to achieve energy conservation and increase the energy efficiency as well.

The second dimension of the framework is categorized based on the steps needed to guide each of the three layers to achieve energy efficiency. Energy audit phase involves the preanalysis of loads and the determination of system size. Retrofitting phase involves the transformation of existing system elements into energy-efficient components. The energy-saving phase determines the overall energy savings that can be achieved through the proposed transformations. After the thorough analysis, the overall system requirements were laid down, which consists of the following main components/subsystems:

1. 6KW grid-tied mono crystalline PV-based energy generation system to meet the load requirements as a primary source,
2. Solar data logger device to measure peak generation possibility during the sun hours,
3. Selection and installation of energy-efficient loads (lighting and air conditioning),
4. Embedded hardware for occupancy detection and localization,
5. Intelligent load management controller for efficient use of generated energy.

In order to understand the overall system, it is necessary to discuss each component in details in the subsequent sections.

3.1 | Source selection

One of the key aspects of very low-energy buildings is power generation by renewable resources so the selection of power source is dependent upon the local atmospheric conditions. The test site is based in Peshawar so the technology of choice was easily the solar PV generation. The accessories for deployment of PV panels are readily available in Peshawar and there is great variety of tools available from a number of vendors and manufacturers. Motivated by these reasons, a solar PV system (shown in Figure 3) was deployed at the roof of Abasyn University to provide for the energy requirements of the system.

Two arrays of PV panels were installed on the roof where each panel generates 250 watt at peak generation hours and each array comprising of 12 panels. Therefore, each array generates 3000 watt at peak hours and the total generation is 6000 Wp or peak-watt. Individual panels were made from high quality monocrystalline silicon cells and comprise of 6 of these cells in series configuration. Monocrystalline was preferred over others due to its better quality, efficiency, and wide range of temperature withstanding capability.13 The PV panels were fixed to ground via galvanized mounting fame, which is strong enough to withstand wind speeds up to 100 km/h. The galvanized frame is rust-proof and supports PV panels at a 29-degree fixed tilt with respect to ground, facing south.

Two sets of Axpert 3 kW VMII solar inverters were installed, with each connected to a string of 12 PV panels thus each module converting 3000 W of dc power to ac power. Both inverters were identical as they are rated for 3000 W/Unity power factor at 230 volt-ac. The system deployed was battery-less and grid intertie, which saves substantial costs. Basically, these modules not only perform the inversion process but some other intelligence is there as well, eg, there is an intelligent voltage stabilization function in it which regulates the output voltage around 230 V, although the fluctuations from input side are quite significant before sunset and after sunrise. There is also a maximum power point-tracking function in
Another desirable function is that of charge controller, which prevents overcharging and draining (in case a battery is added to system for storage), protects against overcurrent, and overvoltage conditions. It also has intelligent function of operating between grid and PV supply where it preferably operates at solar energy but automatically switches to grid in case of low power or fault occurrence. It also has a power factor correction function, which helps in improving the dominant inductive or capacitive load.

3.2 Solar data logger

The performance of the PV panel greatly varies from its rated values due to its assembly and the demography of the site where it is deployed. The measurement of solar radiation at a certain location requires physical presence at the installation site, and by means of a pyranometer, the radiation pattern can be recorded. This, along with the surface temperature, can be used to estimate the power that can be generated by the PV panel at any instance of time. Accurate measurement devices to record solar radiation are available, but they are usually very expensive. Furthermore, the integration of such devices sometimes becomes very cumbersome. The recording of surface temperature of objects that are placed under the sunlight also requires separate measurement devices. Furthermore, the limitation of physical presence of the person to record the values is a cumbersome task. One solution that exists is to address this problem is using meteorological satellites, but real-time data acquisition through such means requires high cost in the form of satellite payload. Most of the data regarding the solar radiation pattern for specific locations is either statistically generated or made available for previous years in the form of weather data files. Furthermore, there exist no devices that can record actual readings of voltage, current, and surrounding temperature/surface temperature of the PV panels installed at remote sites and can transmit it to server using wireless technology.

This compelled the research team to develop a device, which is aimed to measure and remotely communicate real time values of measured voltages, currents, and surface temperatures of the PV panels. This has been achieved by designing an electrical circuit based that is connected between the generation source and the load. The solar data logger device measures the voltage, current, and temperature values of the PV panels and transmits the data over internet using free hosting channels. The connection diagram of various modules used in the solar data logger device is shown in Figure 4.

The complete circuit diagram of the device is depicted in Figure 5. Voltage levels from the PV panel are measured using a simple voltage divider. Hall-effect-based sensor is used to measure the current drawn by the connected load on real-time basis. The dedicated temperature sensor then measures the surrounding temperature and, together with the voltage and current values, sends it to the microcontroller. The microcontroller then appends the data with the time stamp and, through a Zigbee module, transmits the data over the internet. At the server site, the data is retrieved from the web server using a predefined retrieval key. The packet size of the data is around 2 kB and time resolution of the measured values can vary from a minimum of 1 second to any desired resolution.

The time resolution of 2 minutes was selected, meaning that the microcontroller sends data for transmission after every 2 minutes. The same data can also be used for the analysis of PV reliability and PV aging; however, such analysis does
not fall into the scope of present research. A possible extension of this research can be to extend the functionality of the device to record air flow, water flow, and thermal effects at remote sites and, with mass deployment across the country, this device can be used to identify feasible sites for renewable energy harvesting. Moreover, with the help of the same device, PV reliability analysis can be done on real-time value, where the PV panels remain deployed at the remote locations.

3.3 | Cooling/heating equipment

Instead of going for separate devices, current technologies of air conditioner offer dual mode operation, ie, they have cooling and heating functions. Amongst the available air conditioners, there are different brands offering different features and energy-efficient products. Therefore, the product selected also needed to be energy efficient.

Therefore, GREE® DC inverter air conditioner was selected as it features multiple mode operation including the heating and cooling modes and very high energy efficiency ratio of 3.24, which is due to its unique DC inverter technology. This technology saves a lot of energy as compared to other energy-efficient split air conditioners available by giving energy at higher frequency to compressor. This not only fulfills the required energy consumption within the constraints but also offers cooling at lower energy expense than the one considered for the calculations.
3.4 | Interior lighting requirements

The test site considered as an office for 15 persons, so it requires an ample amount of lighting for doing different tasks. The office illumination standard is nearly 50 foot-candle or 500 lumens/m² for normal office work with PCs, etc. The model office is approximately 60 m² in size (71 m² if walls area is included) so a net amount of 30 000 lumens has to be provided for the office. The commercially available energy-efficient LED lights give out about 100 lumens/watt, which gives around 300 watts of essential lighting load using LED lights. A total of 22 energy-efficient LED lights were installed at the office to supply the required illumination. The electrical load of lights sums up to slightly greater than 300 watt. Individual lighting unit is a high-intensity LED lighting module of 14-watt power consumption and is mounted in a circular housing for evenly spreading the light.

3.5 | Occupancy detection

Presence detection using micro-electromechanical system (MEMS) thermal sensors is an intelligent way of controlling and managing the loads in a building. Intelligent load management under constrained energy availability is a way of extending the backup and thereby reducing the installation size of renewable energy sources like solar energy and wind energy systems in buildings.17,18 This is important in terms of reducing the cost of initial installation of such systems. Many times, majority of the loads in the buildings can be categorized as critical loads and noncritical loads. However, some of the loads may fall in both categories depending on the comfort level and convenience of the user. Depending on the availability of a person in a room, the loads can be turned on or off.

The occupancy detection and localization is achieved by employing Omron’s D6T-44 L MEMS thermal sensors19,20 and using Arduino Uno board. These are high-sensitivity sensors that enable detection of stationary human presence. These are high-precision area temperature detection with low cross-talk field-of-view (FOV) characteristics along with superior noise performance and digital output. These readings are used and, based on a threshold level, we could assert whether a person was present or not. D6T-44 L-06 has sensor chip arrays of 16 channels (4x4). Each channel corresponds to a pixel and measures temperature independently. In the FOV of the sensor that includes all the pixels, whenever an object appears, the temperature of corresponding pixel changes. By mounting the signal processing circuit closely to the sensor chip, a low-noise temperature measurement is realized. Note that the occupied area in FOV becomes smaller with increasing distance and the background temperature prevails, as shown in Figure 6. Therefore, for detecting human beings, the application will be limited to close range when the detection programming scheme only judges by temperature value. To extend the detection distance, improvements to the judgment accuracy can be made via software programming, considering time change, heat source location, and human-being movement. The output from one of the occupancy detection hardware is shown in Figure 7. It is worth mentioning that the thermal sensor behaves differently with change in temperature. The sensing range gets affected with change of mode of air conditioning in summers and winters. For example, in summers, when air conditioning operates in cooling mode, the heat sensors can easily capture the heat print of the human body with respect to the surroundings objects with high resolution. However, when the air conditioning runs in heating mode, then the heat impression of human bodies get blends with the surrounding objects with a very narrow temperature difference. As a result, the occupancy detection encounters big error margin. This issue can be rectified by operating the controller in two distinct modes. In the heating mode, the significant digits of the sensor reading plays crucial role and the controller is made sensitive to respond to the minor changes in least significant digits.

FIGURE 6 Changing factor of measurement by distance. FOV, field of view
In this research, the building envelop was divided into three zones and for the maximum floor coverage, three sensors are installed at different locations which continuously provided the temperature readings of all the locations in separate 13.4 m² (144 ft²) square grid. Figure 8 shows the zone wise distributions of the building envelop, where each sensor covers the floor area of respective zone. It is worth mentioning that 0.76 m (2.5 ft) space at each edge is intentionally left with no sensor coverage due to the fact that this space shall be occupied by the stationary workstations. The white space in Figure 8 shows the area where no coverage area of the thermal sensors. Perhaps this is the only limitation of the current hardware, which can be easily rectified by deploying additional sensor hardware, or by filling the uncovered sensor area with stationary objects like printer and water dispenser, so as to avoid long term presence of moving objects.

3.6 | Intelligent load management algorithm

This research uses PV-based electrical energy generation system, which is designed to meet the peak load demand of the building envelop. The amount of generated energy varies with time due to the change in solar azimuth. This means that the energy requirement during activity hours may not be fulfilled by the generation system at all times. The main task of the intelligent load management algorithm is to manage air conditioning loads based on occupant behavior. Occupant behavior is used in predicting the energy use of a building in a way that occupants interact with building features. This helps in estimating building energy use and the impact on energy demand by changing behaviors. Our
task is to manage the energy supply to the whole building envelope on the basis of available energy generation. Various energy management scenarios are created, on the basis of which we can control our air conditioning units based on the available energy. The detailed scenarios are discussed in Table 2 where the cases are made for following three categories of produced energy:

- When energy generation is less than 1.2 KW;
- When energy generation is in between 1.3 to 2.4 KW;
- When energy generation is greater than 2.5 to 3.6 KW.

The research hypothesis considers three different scenarios based on the maximum available power generation by the PV source, ie, 1.2 KW, 2.4 KW, and 3.6 KW, as shown in Figure 9. At generation of 1.2 KW, only one zone can be connected to the power grid. At 2.4 KW, two zones can be connected to the generation supply, while 3.6 KW or above generation is enough to meet the energy load requirements of all three zones. The controller checks the power generation level first. If the power generation is equal to 1.2 KW, a single zone having an occupant count will be connected for the respective period of time. If the generation is between 1.2 KW and 2.4 KW, then based on the occupant count, two zones will be supplied with electricity. For 3.6 KW, all zones will be powered on for the occupants. When there are no occupants in any zone with power generation of 1.2 KW, each zone will be powered on for a respective period of time and then turned off until occupancy takes place in any zone. For power generation less than 2.4 KW, two zones (the cases which have been discussed earlier) will be powered on for a respective times and turnoff afterwards. In case of 3.6 KW, all zones will be powered on for respective times and then turned off until the zones are occupied. In case if there is no on-site power generation, eg, in dark clouds or rainy weather, then energy will be taken from the grid. In case of nonavailability of the grid electricity, the backup generator shall act as an energy source.
4 | RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 | Cooling load

The system component chosen to fulfill the HVAC requirements is a 1-ton DC inverter air conditioner as it can cool, ventilate, and heat the facility it is installed in. Its multiple modes and lower power consumption than conventional split air conditioners made it an ideal choice for fulfilling the HVAC requirements. To completely satisfy the demands, three of these units were installed in the model building.

The graph in Figure 10 shows the actual power consumed by the DC inverter air conditioner unit installed at the facility. Start of graph corresponds to 7:50 AM in the morning and end corresponds to 5:11 PM in the evening. In the beginning, it operates at full cooling capacity, thus correspondingly consuming maximum power in the cooling cycle. After it has cooled the room down to required temperature, the air conditioner’s cooling stabilizes and it comes down to low-power mode where it consumes almost half the power and stays in this mode for quite a long duration. This mode is a unique feature of DC inverter technology that keeps cooling at very low power instead of completely shutting off the compressor and then switching to full capacity when required, thus consuming more power in frequent switching between cooling and rest modes. In the aforementioned graph, the peak’s amplitude depends upon the difference of temperature between outside and desired temperature set on air conditioner. Higher the difference in temperature, greater the power consumption, and thus, correspondingly, the peak is higher. Similarly, the length of intervals of high-power mode and low-power mode depends upon the temperature difference; higher temperature difference corresponds to longer high-power interval and shorter low-power interval, while lower temperature difference enables low-power mode to operate for longer duration.
Thus, during hotter days, higher peaks and lengthy high-power intervals mean higher power consumption and other days to have significantly low power consumption. Tables 3 to 5 shed some more light on actual power consumption at different temperature set.

**TABLE 3** Approximate periods of power consumption for ac cooling room down to 26°C from 40°C

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Time (minutes)</th>
<th>Power (watts)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CYCLE 1 Start-up period</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room cooling period cycle1</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>1200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC getting to low-power mode/Stabilization</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-power mode</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYCLE 2 Recooling stabilization</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room recooling period</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>1200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC getting to low-power mode/Stabilization</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-power mode disconnected in the end</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Average power consumption for the whole period = 750 watt (app).
Abbreviations: AC, air conditioner.

**TABLE 4** Approximate periods of power consumption for ac cooling down to 26°C from 35°C

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Time (minutes)</th>
<th>Power (watts)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CYCLE 1 Start-up period</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room cooling period cycle1</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC getting to low-power mode/Stabilization</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-power mode</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYCLE 2 Recooling stabilization</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room recooling period</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC getting to low-power mode/Stabilization</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-power mode disconnected in the end</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Average power consumption for the whole period = 580 watt (app).
Abbreviations: AC, air conditioner.

**TABLE 5** Approximate periods of power consumption for ac cooling down to 26°C from 30°C

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Time (minutes)</th>
<th>Power (watts)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CYCLE 1 Start-up period</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room cooling period cycle1</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC getting to low-power mode/Stabilization</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-power mode</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYCLE 2 Recooling stabilization</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room recooling period</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC getting to low-power mode/Stabilization</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-power mode disconnected in the end</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Average power consumption for the whole period = 420 watt (app).
Abbreviations: AC, air conditioner.
4.2 | Actual solar PV generation

The actual output of the PV system is shown on daily (Figure 11) and weekly bases (Figure 12). First, the daily power generated by PV system is plotted against the corresponding day, and then the same is done with the daily energy generated by system. The graphs show the average values for the day as it fluctuates between zero and a few thousands following the pattern of sunlight. Therefore, each day has a very large set of power values recorded every minute, with diminishing values near sunrise and sunset. The value representing each day is the average of all those recorded data and is good for comparison when calculating monthly and annual yields of the system.

The first full week or 7 days show a quite low output as compared to other days, which was due to dust that had settled on the PV panels for over a month. The PV panels were cleaned on September 30 and, consequently, the output increased as is evident from the corresponding sharp spike in Figure 13. The daily output also fluctuates with cloud cover, smog, rain, nearby human activity, etc, as depicted in Figure 14.

4.3 | Effect of dust cover on PV panels generation

To study the effect of dust settling on the panels on the PV system’s generation, the panels were not cleaned during the first week of the system’s installation and values were monitored for the whole week. That week was termed as week0 and...
next week was week1 and so on; to differentiate it from other weeks, it is shaded in black area in the graph in Figure 15. The panels were cleaned on September 30 and a huge change was observed on October 1 as compared to previous week as evident in daily and weekly generation graphs. The next few weeks shown greater performance before unprecedented levels of smog covered the city. In the following graph, the weekly output of system is compared with the week0 of its operation with percentage change w.r.t. week0 on vertical axis.

The output of panels increased to more than 60% in the cleaning week and then week2 showed nearly 50% improvements over week0. Similarly, week3 and week4 were 63% and 43% better than week0, respectively. The graph clearly shows that in subsequent weeks the output increased to about 50% for clean panels as compared to dusty ones. Therefore, it is imperative to clean the PV panels on regular basis otherwise the losses are substantial and may amount to more than 50% power and energy loss in the production and thus rendering the mismatch in system design.

4.4 | Effect of smog on PV panels generation

In recent times, due to rapid industrialization and urbanization, deforestation for land and industrial uses, uncontrolled pollution swells, and other such unpleasant phenomena, the smog has developed as a major player in local environment. Not only is it adversely affecting overall health and life of the populace, but it is also interfering with weather, eg, polluting the air, increase in acidity of rains, diffused sunlight, etc.

One critical aspect of the smog is hindering the usual sunlight reaching the earth surface, which results in diffused and weak light for use of PV panels. Renewable energy resources especially solar technologies were gaining momentum in recent years due to uncertainty over conventional fossil fuels, but all the solar technologies require sunlight at its maximum to operate efficiently. Thus, smog is greatly interfering with solar technologies and, with PV technologies having efficiencies in the range of 15% to 20%, the losses are great.

During the operation of the system installed at model building, a smog cover interfered with regular working of the plant during the last week of the October, but situation worsened in the early November until rainfall. The smog cover was sometimes dense enough to block major portion of sunlight and severely affect the output of PV, as shown by the recorded values of the graph in Figure 16. During the first week of November or week5, it can be seen that output has fallen to almost the same levels as the week0, ie, dusty panels. The week is highlighted in the graph as light blue portion of
the area and shows that more than 30% of the generation is lost due to smog. These graphs not only provide information about the decreased output of the PV but can also help in formulating a method of quantifying and monitoring smoggy conditions, e.g., percent decrease in PV output, erratic generation patterns, etc.

4.5 \textbf{Photovoltaic generation versus load}

The chart in Figure 17 shows a comparison of the power generated by PV as blue curve and actual power consumption at test site in red. The green curve shows the power taken from grid when solar power is not enough to support the full load. As it can be seen that at start of the day, PV generation is low and, thus, major power flow is from grid. With time, PV generation increases and, thus, dependence on grid decreases and, around 10:00 AM, the power flow from grid stops. Then, there is period of high generation from PV where PV power is surplus and can be supplied back to grid. Around 1:30 PM, PV's generation again falls below load requirement until around 4:30 PM, which PV generation is zero and there is complete dependence on grid.

5 \textbf{FINANCIAL ANALYSIS}

One of the key points in project feasibility analysis is the estimation of payback period of the project.\textsuperscript{22} This assessment is valuable in checking whether the project would return the costs it would incur and thus would be profitable or not. For decision making, payback, and cost, benefit analysis can be used for evaluation of multiple competing projects, which are all profitable. For these analyses, different parameters like capital expenditure, taxes, running costs, benefits, and estimated system life are taken into account.\textsuperscript{23} The benefits are evaluated and given some monetary value; then, these are weighed against the costs over time and declining condition of the plant to do break-even analysis, which gives the payback time. These analyses are furthered for the overall system benefit calculation and unit price calculations, etc. Table 6 states the annual generation figures and the overall cost of the system.
Annual cooling/heating loads for all the insulation coverage were taken from the simulation results. The annual energy requirements for other office activities were estimated and both loads combined including system losses are shown in the second row of the Table 6. Due to limitations in capacity of commercial solar PV modules and lower per watt cost of bigger modules, an exact supply and demand match was not possible. Therefore, each scenario was virtually provided with a system feasible according to its requirements. Since the systems would have generated energy more than the load needs, actual outputs of the PV systems are also given. This, also, is the criterion of the benefit and payback analyses of the systems. Then, further down the table, the initial cost of the system is given, which includes all the costs of PV system installation, energy-efficient load appliances, and installation of intelligent load management controller and other accessories.

In order to perform the payback calculations, the previously given financial information is utilized. The average solar system life is 25 years and it is warranted that it will not fall below 1% per year, which is incorporated into the analysis as panel degradation factor. The electric unit price is taken to be 0.18$, which is the average value currently charged by the power distribution company for the commercial utilities. The average increase in unit price is calculated from the inflation statistics provided by the State Bank of Pakistan and it is applied for the whole period of study, ie, 25 years. This information is same for both systems and Table 7 summarizes this information.

For competitive analysis of the whole project, the financial information for the framework is summarized in Table 8. However, it should be noted that all the costs are rounded to nearest unit dollars. The payback period of the project is 6 years. To be more precise, soon after the completion of fifth year, the project will turn all profitable for the subsequent plant life, ie, 19 years. This implies that the overall system cost, ie, 11 980$, which is the sum of costs for system deployment (7360$) and the annual maintenance cost for 6 years (4620$) is recovered during the first 6 years of the deployment, thus providing the breakeven point. By the end of project life cycle, not only the costs would have been recovered, but also an approximate net profit of 48 382$ will have come out of the system. Another feature considered in the comparative analysis is the levelized cost of energy, which shows an estimate of base price for unit production of the plant and is one of the best features of a solar PV plant as compared to all other electricity generation systems whose unit price are mainly governed by higher running and maintenance costs and thus are fluctuating with time and are uncertain over lengthy periods of time. Therefore, solar system has significantly lower uncertainty and lower risk involved for its period of operation, which is quite long and stable.
6 | CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This research has considered a wide variety of fields ranging from renewable resources, electrical load optimization, and load forecasting to pollution mapping to conserve energy in commercial buildings. The diverse range of considerations has opened doors to many areas and, thus, this project can be further explored into many directions and disciplines. There was a high loss of energy in conversion of electrical energy from direct current (DC) to alternating current (AC) although very efficient equipment was used. This shortcoming can be overcome by using DC loads and decreasing AC loads in the system. One step is to use DC lighting systems whose savings are substantial for larger utilities. Then, there is space-heating equipment, which is the most power consuming and lossy component of the system and can save huge amounts of energy if it can be connected to run on DC system.

The data-logger device designed for the system can be enhanced to record other parameters like light intensity, power/energy consumption and generation, temperature, maximum power point, wind speeds, etc. A utility can be developed for comparative and analytic assessment of the monitored factors. Thus, it will not only serve as data recording equipment but also a potential estimator for renewable technologies. An increase in smog in recent times has been observed and currently its measurement is difficult. The data-logger device mapping can be used for this purpose as well. It is observed in the solar PV generation that it can be increased to around 20% of the current generation by using solar tracking techniques, which involves movement of the panels to always face the sun. The values given are supported by the intensity measurements done at the test site.

To maximize the PV output further, solar concentrating techniques can be used, which utilize reflecting mirrors and mirror/lens combination for increasing the sunlight falling on PV panel, thus increasing its generation around 30%. It also increases PV modules’ temperature, which reduces efficiency, but an overall gain can be achieved by adjusting the factors for maximum productivity. Load forecasting techniques can be employed for closely matching generation with the load requirements to save potential costs of generating system. Additionally, power-saving schemes can be helpful in saving energy and use of both techniques can further lead to substantial saving of costs and energy. In addition, source-load matching techniques for maximum power transfer can be adopted for avoiding losses.

It was observed that PV modules’ efficiency is severely affected due to dust cover of even a week and requires consistent human effort for cleaning and maintenance. In this era of automation, it proves to be a tedious job and, thus, an automatic cleaning system can prove to be beneficial, but it should be designed to take minimal power thus with minimal effect on costs and savings. The commercially available power conditioning units are versatile, but very costly and have limited connectivity and monitoring options. These units are locally assembled and their parts including the motherboard are readily available. Other cheaper units are also available with limited functionality but versatile connectivity and monitoring options. Therefore, a combination of available parts of costlier units with motherboard of cheaper units can be explored for commercial and research purposes.
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